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FIELD NOTES

Special Nights with Special Friends…

Nothing gets the Museum’s community of friends and supporters energized like a special 

event, and we were fortunate to have more than a few fantastic evening events this fall.  

A Day in Pompeii (see IN BRIEF) gave us an opportunity to gather and experience the art 

and archaeological artifacts of the ancient world, and two of our annual award programs  

offered us a chance to celebrate those members of the Museum community who inspire  

us most.

We presented the 47th Bradford Washburn Award to Jean-Michel Cousteau on September 7 

(see pages 22 – 23 for story and photos). In addition to recognizing Cousteau’s commitment 

to ocean exploration and environmental protection, the Washburn Award dinner provides us 

the occasion every year to remember Brad Washburn, the visionary founding director of the 

Museum of Science.

On November 3 we honored members of the Colby Society, donors whose cumulative giving  

to the Museum is in excess of $100,000 (page 39). At the Colby dinner we paid special 

tribute to Sophia and Bernie Gordon, whose remarkable philanthropy is felt in the Museum 

every day at the Gordon Current Science & Technology Center, which was established in 

2006 with their lead gift. The Gordons were presented with the Colonel Francis T. Colby 

Award and their names will join our inaugural Colby honorees, trustee emeriti Joan Suit 

and Brit d’Arbeloff, on the plaque beside the elephant doors at the entrance to the Museum’s 

Colby Room (see pages 18 – 19 for story and photos).

Of course, the ongoing special event at the Museum of Science right now is our $250 million  

comprehensive capital campaign, which launched last spring. As of this writing, our gifts 

and commitments total $171.9 million. In this issue we report on our plans to transform  

our Science Park campus. The architectural renderings on pages 2 – 7 and on the cover  

illustrate some of the planned makeovers of our public spaces and exhibit halls. We’ve tied 

our facilities enhancements to our sustainability initiatives (pages 6 – 7) because we are 

dedicated to operating within our current footprint, maximizing our use of space and  

minimizing our waste and consumption of energy. 

So we are moving forward with great momentum, thanks in part to our recent special 

events. And, as we finalize plans for upgrades and enhancements to our facilities, we are 

looking forward to our annual signature event on April 26, 2012, The Science Behind the 

Stars, when we will honor three very special Stars of STEM Education: Massachusetts 

Governor Deval Patrick, Lt. Governor Tim Murray, and Intel Corporation. Please be sure  

to save that date for the Museum of Science…

Ioannis Miaoulis 
PreSIdeNt aNd dIrector
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> Top (l - r): New enclosed entries on each 
 garage level; along the concourse, a legacy  
 wall recognizing our community of supporters  
 will be installed.

> Middle: Expanded portal entry to Blue Wing 

> Bottom: In the lobby, the Information Booth 
 will be relocated, and a portion of the upper  
 wall be removed to create a new second  
 floor balcony.

> Opposite page: New restrooms installed 
 along concourse.

Inspiring
Spaces
The visitor experience and sustainable  
design are key drivers for the Campaign  
for the Museum of Science.  
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Inspiring
Spaces

What’s driving renovation plans at the  

heart of the $250 million Campaign for the 

Museum of Science? Would you believe  

it’s those little visitor comment cards.

If you ever took the time to complete a comment card at the Museum  
of Science, know this: It was read. 

“We want to know what our members and visitors have to say about their 
experience at the Museum,” says Jonathan Burke, vice president of visitor 
services and operations. “That guest feedback, coupled with analysis of 
visitor data and focus group surveys, has inspired much of the Museum’s 
master planning process. It’s driving decision-making in our renovations 
to the public spaces of the Museum—specifically the lobby, the concourse, 
new restrooms, and the garage.”

The comment cards frequently fall into one of two segments. One group  
loves the Museum just the way it is and they don’t want to see any changes 
(sometimes they even ask to see retired exhibits returned to the Museum 
floor). The other segment of responders wants to see more new content 
(they say nothing ever changes). Phase I renovations, recently approved by 
the board of trustees, will go a long way to satisfying both camps. 

The Museum will contemporize the appearance of the lobby, showcasing  
its vertical space and expanding floor space for arriving visitors and  
after-hours functions. The lobby will be re-configured. The Information 
Booth will be relocated to the front corner of the Red Wing entrance,  
easily visible to visitors from both points of entry—the garage or from  
the street-level entrance.  

“With the Information Booth removed from the center of the lobby,  
visitors will get a wide open view of the Charles River,” Burke says.

World-Class Amenities for a World-Class Museum 
More than 50% of the Museum’s members and guests arrive via car, so 
substantial upgrades and enhancements to garage entries at each level 
will improve the visitor experience and initial way finding. Temperature-
controlled glass vestibules will be added on each garage floor, bettering 
our ability to control the entry environments. 

New floorings and updated ceiling finishes will be installed along the  
concourse. A Legacy Wall recognizing leadership gifts from the generations  
of benefactors who have supported the Museum of Science will be  
presented on the concourse. The Museum will expand its box office space, 
integrating visitor-facing self-serve kiosks into the refurbished space.

3MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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Plans call for new restrooms strategically located on the concourse 
for arriving (and departing) visitors. The Museum will also install  
a large set of restrooms on the second floor of the Green Wing,  
outside the new Hall of Human Life exhibit and Nichols Gallery, 
which sees a good deal of foot traffic when the Museum hosts  
touring exhibits like the current A Day in Pompeii.

“The Museum’s visitor experience will continue to lead the  
industry,” says Burke. “It’s exciting to me that the priorities of the 
Campaign are focused on exhibits, educational programs, and the 
visitor experience. We are investing in what we do best.”

Transforming Our Galleries and Opening  
Three New Major Exhibits
More than half of the Museum’s 130,000 square feet of exhibit space 
will be transformed as the Green and Blue Wings are remade to tell 
the story of how scientists use the inquiry process to discover the 
natural world and how engineers use the design process to shape 

the world we live in. Three new major exhibits will be added: The Hall of Human Life, What Is 

Tech?, and the Charles River Gallery. 

In the lobby portal to the Natural World (the Green Wing), the Earth Globe, given in memory of 
Charles W. Brown, Jr., will be moved forward to claim space now occupied by decommissioned 
stairs. Behind the Earth Globe, a bright media wall will welcome guests to the natural world. 
Visitors will then enter a re-imagined New England Habitats. The historic nature dioramas—the 
bear, deer, beaver, and moose—will remain, but within a new interpretive system. The experience 
will be more immersive.

“New England Habitats gives visitors a new experience with this classic form of exhibitry,” 
says architect Peter Kuttner, president of Cambridge Seven Associates. “This is a wonderful—
and wondrous—place for visitors to begin their exploration of the natural world.” 

Visitors who turn right in the lobby will enter the Blue Wing through a new portal to the  
Human-Made World. In addition to featuring a new anchor exhibit, What Is Technology?, 
visitors will see a refreshed ceiling treatment with skylights in the Blue Wing. The concrete  
walls and columns will be reclad for a high-tech appearance. 

“Improving the visitor experience is the primary focus in all of the Blue Wing updates and  
renovations,” Kuttner says. “The introduction of natural light and use of LED lights will  
significantly brighten three gallery floors. The Museum is also investing in updates to climate 
control systems in a space that can be a challenge to heat and cool.” 

Charles River Gallery 
Paul Fontaine, vice president of education, says the Charles River Gallery “is the first step to 
opening the Museum’s other front door—the river front of our campus. The educational  
opportunities on the Charles are endless,” he says. “Opening the doors that lead to the Burnes 
Garden and the river will allow us to create programs that interpret the river, its history, its  
ecosystem, and its highly engineered surroundings.” 

> Earth Globe to re-locate to front portal of Green Wing.
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Located in the lower lobby, at the intersection of the Green and Blue Wings, the Charles River Gallery will tell the 
story of the river basin and its life as both a natural-world habitat and a human-designed environment. 

The left side of the gallery—the Green Wing side—will feature murals and content depicting what the river looked 
like hundreds of years ago. The right side of the gallery, adjacent to the Blue Wing, will tell the story of how humans 
have shaped the Charles with the decades-long Back Bay landfill project, the dam, and the lock system that controls 
water levels. 

“In the Charles River Gallery, visitors will be surrounded by the natural materials that have been used to engineer the 
river’s environment,” says Andrea Durham, director of exhibit development and conservation. “They will be able to 
see, touch, and experience the natural and designed world that has emerged in the river and its environs.” 

The Museum’s core message of the interdependency of the natural and human-made worlds will be exemplified in 
the Charles River Gallery. It promises to be a learning experience that connects the skills and discoveries of science 
with the processes and products of engineering. 

“In the Charles River Gallery, 

visitors will be surrounded 

by the natural materials that 

have been used to engineer 

the river’s environment.”
—Andrea Durham 
 Director of Exhibit Development  
 and Conservation 
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A Question of Balance 
Sustainability is more than a marketing buzzword at the Museum of Science. 

“We’re not ‘green’ just because it’s trendy,” says David Rabkin, the Farinon  
director of current science and technology. “We’re green because it’s the right  
thing to do and because it’s our responsibility as educators to exhibit new and 
emerging technologies that can save energy and reduce waste.”

Capital improvement projects undertaken and completed during the last few 
years—the Mugar Omni Theater renovation, the Charles Hayden Planetarium 
floor-to-domed-ceiling rebuild, and creation of the Gordon Wing—were effective 
learning exercises in terms of green design and construction. 

“We wanted to apply new ideas and technology to Gordon Wing renovations,” says 
Rabkin. “We didn’t want to just build to code, we wanted to go beyond—to a better, 
more responsible design. And without impacting cost or schedule. We were able to 
make improvements that modeled a 30% reduction of energy costs.”

That same approach was applied to renovations of the Charles Hayden Planetarium,  
which re-opened in February 2011. “The new technology installed in the Planetarium  
was more energy intensive than the previous analog projectors,” says Rabkin.  
“So we looked for opportunities to conserve in other areas of our operations.  
Sustainability is about answering that question of balance.” 

The Museum’s sustainability efforts were recognized this year by our home cities 
of Boston and Cambridge. Boston Mayor Thomas Menino recognized the Museum with a 2011 
Green Business Award, and Richard Rossi, Deputy City Manager of Cambridge, presented the 
Museum of Science with a Go Green Award for its energy efficiency and renewable energy projects. 

LED Lighting—A Bright Idea 
Paul Ippolito, director of facilities, has been tracking the development of LED (light-emitting 
diode) technology for the past several years in conjunction with the Museum’s Exhibits  
Department, waiting for the technology and market to reach a point when it would make  
economical sense for the Museum to install LED lights on the exhibit floors. 

“This year, we dedicated $10,000 from the Richard Nichols Maintenance Fund, an endowed 
fund, to purchase just under 200 LED lights to replace incandescent bulbs. These LED lights 
qualified for a rebate under the NStar retrofit lighting program of approximately $6,700,  
which the Museum used to purchase additional LED lights —1500 in total.

“The Museum is realizing a 70% savings in electricity from the 1500 LED light units installed in 
the Blue Wing,” Ippolito says. “We are reducing our waste stream of nearly 4000 incandescent 
bulbs each year. The LED lights will last five to seven years, versus a four to six-month lifetime of 
the old incandescent bulbs. And we also saw a small savings in cooling cost this summer, since 
the LED bulbs don’t dissipate as much heat.” n   

> New entry to the re-imagined 
 New England Habitats. 
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Wind 

Five different types of wind turbines were installed on the roof of the Museum of Science in 2009, 

and visitors in the lower level of the Blue Wing can monitor the energy generated by each turbine  

in real time. Each turbine demonstrates a different design principle at work, in terms of size, shape, 

and materials. The Museum is gathering valuable data from the wind lab, and the exhibit, Catching 
the Wind, has proven to be a popular educational attraction.

Sun 

The Museum of Science has invested in a rooftop solar array on the back of the building. These  

photovoltaic cells are silicon semiconductors that absorb light particles, causing negative electric 

charges to flow across the surface of the cell. The design of the cell causes the charges to uniformly 

flow in one direction for electrical use. The Museum’s photovoltaic cells generate enough electricity 

to offset the power usage by our Theater of Electricity.

Rain 

Currently in development and part of the Campaign’s sustainability component are plans to install 

a green wall and water collection system on the Museum’s garage. Arriving guests will see a large 

cistern on the front corner of the garage, which will collect rainwater harvested from the greenwall 

system. The rainwater will be used in the new restroom toilets and in the Gordon Current Science  

& Technology Center, which was double-piped for just this purpose when it was built in 2005 – 2006. 

“We didn’t want to just build to code  

(constructing the Gordon Wing), we wanted 

 to go beyond—to a better, more responsible 

design. And without impacting cost or schedule.  

We were able to make improvements that 

modeled a 30% reduction of energy costs.” 

— David Rabkin  
 Farinon Director of Current Science and Technology 

7MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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explorations

Evidence tells us that we need to do a better job of  

motivating our kids in mathematics and science.  

Unfortunately, we’ve been going about it the wrong way.

How can we inspire the kids who come before us—the sweet, rowdy,  
media-addled kids who are looking at an uncertain economic future— 
to share in the sense of wonder and possibility that past generations had?  
How can we tell our students that there are still frontiers to explore and  
fantastic inventions to be created? How can we inspire students to be part  
of the grand enterprise of increasing knowledge, to be active engineers  
rather than frightened passengers of a rapidly changing world?

Approaching kids with arguments about American competitiveness is  
neither exciting enough nor inspiring enough to motivate them. I suggest 
that instead we should engage our students in thinking about the grand 
scientific challenges that face their generation. Involving kids in designing 
solutions to problems can be a great way to motivate their learning and  
train them to think like scientists and engineers.

Consider the past century’s achievements in science, mathematics, and 
engineering: automobile, airplane, refrigeration, radio, television, integrated 
circuits, computers, the Internet, the Moon shot, the theory of relativity,  
continental plates, understanding of the atom and of DNA, satellite mapping 
of the world and biological mapping of the genome, nuclear energy,  
antibiotics, vaccines, and an increase in average American life expectancy 
from 47 to 77 years.

Grand Challenges and inspiration: 
lighting the Fire in the next Generation
by Dr. Pendred Noyce

> “Questions, how I love them!” says the 
 Astronomer in Pendred Noyce’s Lost in 
 Lexicon, encouraging young readers to 
 ask challenging questions.
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Lost in Lexicon and tumbLehome Learning

Lost in Lexicon, from Scarletta Press, is the story of two cousins, Ivan and Daphne, who embark 

upon a quest to find lost children in a world of words and numbers gone wild. Author Pendred 

Noyce says Lost in Lexicon is “a fantasy for thinking readers ages 8-13…or 21 and up.” 

The second Lexicon novel in Noyce’s planned series of four—The Ice Castle—will be released 

by Scarletta in August 2012. 

After developing classroom content—lesson plans, math games, and learning activities— 

to support Lost in Lexicon, Noyce became inspired to launch Tumblehome Learning in partnership 

with Peter Wong, director of university relations at the Museum of Science; Barnas Monteith, Chairman  

of the Massachusetts State Science & Engineering Fair; and Ian Graham Leask, publisher of Scarletta Press.

Tumblehome will produce science- and engineering-based mysteries, adventure stories, and biographies for children, 

each one accompanied by a hands-on science kit. “The purpose is to inspire kids to see themselves as scientists  

and engineers,” says Noyce. Tumblehome’s first products will be available in April 2012. You can learn more at  

tumblehomelearning.com.  

9MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

grand challenges and inspiration: 
Lighting the Fire in the next generation
by Dr. Pendred Noyce
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The Noyce Leadership iNsTiTuTe

The Noyce Foundation was created by the Noyce family in 1990 to honor the 

memory and legacy of Dr. Robert N. Noyce, co-founder of Intel and inventor of the 

integrated circuit. Dr. Noyce was a leader in the personal computer revolution who 

once said that the United States should “make sure we are preparing our next generation to flourish in a high-tech 

age. And that means education of the lowest and the poorest, as well as at the graduate school level.”

As part of its mission to improve instruction of math and science in public schools and informal educational  

institutions, the Noyce Foundation supports the development of science center executives through the Noyce  

Leadership Institute (NLI), established in 2007. The NLI provides fellowships to an international cohort of science 

center leaders that includes year-long support for a change-oriented strategic initiative through three residential 

retreats, executive coaching, monthly audio conferences, and peer consultation groups.

“NLI Fellows get access to knowledge, tools, best practices, and professional networks to sustain and advance 

innovation at their own institutions and in the field,” says Ron Ottinger, Executive Director of the Noyce Foundation. 

“Our goal is to help Noyce Fellows deepen their institutions’ involvement with their communities so they can  

engage their publics in science at every age and encourage children and teens to choose careers in science.”

Andrea Durham, director, exhibit development and conservation at the Museum of Science, is a Noyce Leadership 

Fellow for 2011 – 2012.  Her NLI strategic initiative is creating What is Technology?, a new exhibit that will engage 

visitors in the human-made world, increasing technological literacy, critical thinking skills, and enhancing interest  

in STEM education and careers. 

“I want to engage our community in developing and sustaining the exhibit through a participatory model  

throughout the development process and the life of the exhibit,” Durham says. “This will ensure that the 

content of What is Technology? remains current, dynamic, and exciting.”

10

Consider the dispiriting problems we face now: a warming planet, species being wiped out, space closed off 
because of cost, an economic meltdown, the threat of nuclear terror, information coming out of our ears, loss  
of privacy, Alzheimer’s. Daunting, aren’t they? Who can blame kids if, instead of thinking about these problems, 
they’d rather shop, go to the movies, play video games or find some way to make money quick? 

To tackle these problems, we need scientists and mathematicians and engineers. Of course, we need violinists  
and cartoonists and professional sports players and writers and maybe even bankers and lawyers, too. But I 
think being excited and optimistic about learning science, about what we’ll learn next, is important in all those 
professions, and I think re-framing our century’s problems as grand challenges may provide the inspiration  
our kids need.

In the ‘50s and ‘60s we did it with Sputnik, motivating our students with the grand challenge of conquering 
space. Space provided a call to imagination and adventure. The trick now is to reproduce that call with today’s 
grand challenges.
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Our greatest current challenges fall 
into a few categories: energy and  
climate change; health; security. 
How can we get kids to face these 
issues with a spirit of optimism? 
Which seem most inspiring?

One candidate is fusion energy. 
The prospect that within a century 
we may be able to develop a power 
source that uses water as a raw 
material, produces helium as its 
main byproduct, and could theoreti-
cally provide many times the Earth’s 
energy needs for centuries, is pretty 

cool. I think we could talk about this on some level in middle school 
physical science and in more detail in high school chemistry and 
physics. Still, it’s a little hard to figure out what kind of experiments 
kids could do that relate directly to this challenge.

Carbon sequestration is another challenge that could excite and 
inspire schoolchildren. Because kids are aware of the global climate 
change challenge, they can relate to this as one class of possible  
solutions. They can debate the options, such as CO2 capture at 
power plants or pumping the CO2 into rocks underground. 
Are there other ways? Kids can discuss the possibilities, possible 
complications, and the implications. They can experiment with  
how carbon dissolves in water and how growing plants remove 
carbon in photosynthesis.

And what about the challenge of providing clean water to people all 
over the world? Even in elementary school, kids can relate to and 
investigate this problem, by studying how washing hands decreases 
the number of germs they transfer in touching an agar plate or 
investigating how water is naturally filtered in soil and wetlands. 

We all need to be scientists now. Involving schoolchildren early in 
real challenges can begin to give them the sense of agency, the joy 
of discovery, and the sense of being part of a worldwide community 
of science that will inspire them. 

With the challenges and opportunities facing our world, our kids 
can’t afford to be spectators. Our poor, crowded, warming, quarrel-
some, disease-ridden world, our beautiful, mysterious, changing, 
renewable world needs for all of our children to be scientists now. n

Here are two great  

projects that relate to the 

challenges of biodiversity 

and global warming:

In the Lost 

Ladybug project, 

children find and 

photograph lady-

bugs, and send 

their photos to a 

university lab to 

identify, in order 

to track how 

invasive ladybug 

species are driving out native species. 

Students involved in this project have 

already identified specimens of two 

species scientists thought were extinct. 

The scientists have hurried to the site to 

confirm the find and collect specimens. 

Imagine the excitement that means for a 

child and that child’s family or school.

For Project Budburst, citizens record 

the times that a set of sentinel plants 

bloom in different latitudes. This collab-

orative project has shown that the date 

of blooming has moved up in recent 

years by as much as two weeks from 

historical norms. Thus kids have been 

brought into first-hand investigation of 

global climate change.
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the museum factor

the Informal education  
of Lindsey Kennard

> (above, left) Bronze caste of solo cup and cover, 
 by Lindsey Kennard

> (above, right and opposite) Lindsey Kennard 
 at the sound-board in Cahners Theater.
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Summer camps at the Museum of Science, countless 

hours at Cahners ComputerPlace, and, more recently, 

internships at the Charles Hayden Planetarium and in 

Tech Services have proven to be a valuable complement 

to his studies at the Fenn School, St. Sebastian’s, and 

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. But just how did Lindsey 

Kennard develop an eye for art and an ear for science?

When he was eight years old, Lindsey Kennard built a personal computer  
at the Museum of Science.

“My parents wouldn’t let me have any video games, so I made a deal with 
them. If I could build a computer and program it, I should be allowed to 
play games on it. They agreed. I learned how to do that at the Museum of 
Science.” 

As he’s quick to point out, building a PC was not an end in itself. It was  
an accomplishment—especially for an eight-year-old—but it was only one 
step in a process. “Once I built my computer,” Lindsey continues, “I learned 
that I had to maintain it, update its software and fix it when it broke down. 
That was a crucial part of the learning process and probably the driving 
reason why I am studying computer science at RPI now.”

That formative learning experience, pursuing an academic challenge  
outside the classroom, has been replayed more than a few times in  
Lindsey’s educational life. Virtually all of Lindsey’s academic pursuits  
include an informal educational component, whether it’s courses in  
Japanese at the Language Institute or art classes in metals and glass. 
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The Informal Education  
of Lindsey Kennard

“Furthering knowledge is  

important. Educated individuals 

should go out of their way to 

better themselves.” 

— Lindsey Kennard

13MUSEUM OF SCIENCE
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Hardware, Software, Firmware…and Glassware 
In high school, Lindsey volunteered at Cahners ComputerPlace. His favorite demonstrations 
were about computers, showing how the mouse works and what’s inside a hard drive. During 
this time, he also took music lessons (flute) at the New England Conservatory and played some 
lacrosse at St. Sebastian’s. 

He served as the Bradley E. Marks Intern at the Charles Hayden Planetarium as a college 
freshman. According to Dani Khoury LeBlanc, Planetarium producer, “Lindsey picked things 
up quickly, even the quirky and very custom Planetarium equipment.” 

Now in his senior year at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York, Lindsey is 
completing a concentration in computer science, with a minor in art earned partially through 
transfer credits from summer courses at MassArt. “This summer I took a course in foundry 
processes for bronze and aluminum casting. In working with metals, the process is half art 
and half engineering. I have to think about how to support the structure I’m making, how to 
control its cooling. It’s critical when I’m pouring hot metal that I have space for air to regulate 
how fast the piece cools.”

Lindsey has also been studying the art of glassblowing at the Diablo Glass School in Boston. 
“I make vessel glass—bowls, cups, urns, pots—in a range of sizes. I love science, but it can be 
colorless in some ways. Especially computer science. Glass is a little more open to color.” 

Sound of Summer 
The highlight of Lindsey’s last two summers at the Museum has been the Fourth of July event, 
which features a live garage-top broadcast of the Boston Pops Esplanade concert and one of the 
best views in Boston (or Cambridge) of the accompanying fireworks over the Charles River. 

“We use almost every piece of the Museum’s audio and video equipment for the Fourth of 
July,” says audio-visual technician Nick Stockwell. “Lindsey helped stage all of the gear in the 
shop and helped me with a game plan to set up 16 speakers and an enormous video screen  
on the roof, plus another six speakers on the fourth floor of the garage.”

“It was a long workday,” Lindsey says. “We started at 7:00 a.m., running cable throughout the 
garage, and we weren’t finished breaking down equipment until 2:00 a.m. the next morning.”

But as anyone who attended the popular Museum event this past summer will attest, the 
sound was impeccable. 

What’s Next? 
Like many of his peers in the RPI Class of 2012, Lindsey is currently finalizing plans for  
graduate school. But unlike most computer science majors, he is intent on finding a university 
with both a top computer science program and an opportunity to continue taking art classes.  
He’s interested in artificial intelligence theory, but his primary interest in computer science  
is gaming. Specifically the way video games sound. 

Bill Farrar, one of his colleagues from Tech Services at the Museum, sees a bright future for 
Lindsey. “He is a wizard with computers and electronics. Lindsey will go on to big things.”

“Furthering knowledge is important,” Lindsey says. “Educated individuals should go out of 
their way to better themselves.”

That’s exactly what Lindsey Kennard has been doing since he was eight years old, building  
his first PC at the Museum of Science. n

15MUSEUM OF SCIENCE

> (top) Lindsey Kennard 
 volunteered as a table- 
 seater at the Musuem’s  
 gala for the blockbuster  
 Star Wars: Where 
 Science Meets  
 Imagination

> (above) Blown vesel 
 glass by Lindsey Kennard.

> (left) Stuck in Meatspace, 
 bronze caste by Lindsey  
 Kennard
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Hero Worship: Raytheon teams up with  
the Museum to create STEM superstars

When Museum president Ioannis Miaoulis got together with Raytheon Chairman 
and CEO William Swanson in 2010 to discuss Raytheon’s ongoing sponsorship  
of the Museum, the two engineers connected over an issue close to their hearts: 
supporting teachers in becoming outstanding STEM (science, technology,  
engineering, and math) educators. “It was serendipity,” reports Pam Wickham, 
Raytheon’s vice president of Corporate Affairs and Communications. “Bill and  
Yannis were speaking the same language—that in order to engage young people  
in STEM education, you must have excellent teachers who can make these subjects 
come alive.” 

The result of that meeting: A $1 million gift from Raytheon to fund professional 
development for Engineering is Elementary® (EiE), the Museum’s award-winning 
nationwide STEM curriculum for elementary school students. Announced at the 
Museum’s Science Behind the Stars gala in April, the Raytheon gift will significantly 
enhance EiE’s professional development initiatives. According to Wickham, “EiE is 
an outstanding curriculum that engages students with hands-on, real engineering 
challenges and wonderful global diversity. The opportunity to expand the number 
of EiE teachers—and therefore its reach—is really exciting.” 

The Museum’s longest-standing corporate member—since 1953—Raytheon is a technology 
leader specializing in defense, homeland security, and other government markets throughout  
the world. A company of innovators, Raytheon has always been passionate about corporate  
philanthropy that fuels the STEM pipeline. Several years ago, however, the company recognized 
a gap in that support. “While there was a great deal of corporate philanthropy around STEM  
education in high school and college, there was very little going on in the younger grades.  
Yet, that is when student interest in math and science really drops off,” Wickham explains. 

Over the next five years, Raytheon invested $60 million in middle and elementary school STEM 
education through existing STEM initiatives and its own MathMovesU®, a comprehensive 
program that includes title sponsorship of the MATHCOUNTS® National Competition (see 
sidebar), the Sum of all Thrills™ ride simulator at Walt Disney World®, and the FIRST® Robotics 
Competition, among others. “We want young students to understand that science, technology, 
engineering, and math are embedded in everything they love—their iPods, their video games, 
their roller coasters, even their sports,” Wickham says. 

That’s why EiE was such a natural fit for Raytheon’s philanthropy. “EiE speaks the students’  
language, showing them how STEM relates to so many things they already know,” Wickham 
explains. And supporting teachers is a critical factor in that equation. “You can’t just reach out 
to students without giving teachers the resources, exposure, and training they need to become 
excellent STEM educators.”

> Mark Russell, Raytheon 
 vice president for  
 Engineering, Technology  
 and Mission Assurance,  
 solves a design challenge  
 with Boston-area students  
 during Raytheon’s Explore  
 Engineering Day at MOS  
 on October 14, 2011.
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Hero Worship: Raytheon teams up with  
the Museum to create STEM superstars

With the $1 million gift—which elevates Raytheon to the Museum’s Premier 
Partner status—EiE’s program developers will establish teacher training 
hubs in Phoenix, AZ, Washington, D.C., and Huntsville, AL, as well as offer 
training scholarships, especially for those at underserved schools. This type 
of outreach and development meshes perfectly with Raytheon’s philanthropic 
goals. “Raytheon is not big on writing checks and walking away,” Wickham  
says. “We want to engage with our partners to make a difference.”

And making a difference in that STEM pipeline means “everything” to 
Raytheon. According to Wickham, the need for outstanding technical skills 
in the workplace is growing faster than ever at a time when students’ interest 
in STEM is diminishing. “A recent survey found that 89% of students said 
they’d rather take out the trash, eat broccoli, or go to the dentist than do their 
math homework!” Wickham says. “Children who like math and science are 
often thought of as ‘geeks.’ At Raytheon, we want them to be heroes.” n

MATHCOUNTS WINNER SCOTT WU WOWS OUR MUSEUM VISITORS

On September 2, Scott Wu, winner of the 2011 Raytheon MATHCOUNTS® National 

Competition, could have been riding Space Mountain at the happiest place on Earth.  

But instead of being in Walt Disney World®, the Baton Rouge, Louisiana, native was 

touring Boston’s Museum of Science, and that was just how he wanted it. 

Every year, Raytheon rewards the winners of MATHCOUNTS, a national mathematics 

competition for middle school students, with a trip to Disney World. However, for Wu—

who had been to Disney World before—visiting his brother at Harvard and seeing Boston 

for the first time was more exciting.

While in Boston, the 14-year-old met Robert Kraft, owner of the New England Patriots, 

went to a Red Sox game, and got a behind-the-scenes look at the Museum’s Theater  

of Electricity, one of the highlights of his trip. During his visit to the Museum, he  

spoke at the Gordon Current Science & Technology Center about his experience in 

MATHCOUNTS. He also answered questions from Museum guests. Wu outsmarted 

more than 200 middle school students from across the country to win the competition, 

which he says rewards fast-thinking more than knowledge of trigonometry.

Pam Wickham, Raytheon’s vice president of corporate affairs and communications, says MATHCOUNTS spotlights  

students who understand the connection between math skills and future success. “MATHCOUNTS is for students  

who live and love math,” Wickham says. “These students are amazing role models.”

Although living and loving math seems to run in Wu’s family—his brother Neal, now a sophomore at Harvard University, 

won the same competition in 2005—Wu says math is something at which anyone can excel. “It’s not all about talent,”  

Wu says. “If you work hard and have a passion for it, you will go far in math.” 

Think you have what it takes to be a national math champ? Wu correctly answered this question to  

win MATHCOUNTS: It takes 180 digits to write down all of the two-digit positive integers. How many  

of these digits are odd? (ANSWER ON PAGE 44)

“Children who like math and 

science are often thought of as 

‘geeks.’ At Raytheon, we want 

them to be heroes.”

—Pam Wickham 
 Vice President of Corporate Affairs  
 and Communications
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The Museum of Science presented its highest  

philanthropic honor, the Colonel Francis T. Colby 

Award, to Sophia and Bernard M. Gordon on  

November 3 at the annual Colby Society Dinner.

Annually presented to members of the Museum of Science commu-
nity who have made extraordinary contributions of time, treasure, 
and talent to the Museum, the Colby Award recognizes the deep 
financial commitment and generous volunteer efforts of people who 
are instrumental in helping the Museum achieving its mission. 

Mr. Gordon, often called “the father of high speed analog to digital  
conversion,” has more than 200 patents worldwide and is the  
founder and chairman of the board of Neurologica. In 1986, he 
received the National Medal of Technology from President Reagan, 
and in 1991 he was elected a member of the National Academy  
of Engineering. 

In a video interview that aired during the Colby dinner, Mr. Gordon talked about why he and 
Mrs. Gordon support educational institutions. “There’s a tremendous satisfaction helping the 
Museum in its mission to get more kids—which we know nationally is very important— 
interested in science and engineering,” said Mr. Gordon.

Ioannis Miaoulis, president and director of the Museum of Science, said, “Sophia and Bernie 
Gordon are devoted to one another, and they are devoted to helping others through their  
philanthropy. The Museum of Science is fortunate to benefit from their generosity and  
commitment to education.” 

Gifts from the Gordon Foundation established the Gordon Current Science & Technology  
Center in 2006 and, in 2007, the Gordon Wing, which serves as the headquarters for the  
National Center for Technological Literacy®. 

The Colby Society, named in memory of the Museum’s first million-dollar benefactor,  
is comprised of donors whose cumulative lifetime giving to the Museum of Science totals 
$100,000 or more. For a full listing of Colby Society members, please turn to pages 39 – 41. n

> Ioannis Miaoulis with 
 Sophia and Bernard M.  
 Gordon, 2011 recipients  
 of the Colonel Francis T.  
 Colby Award.

Museum Celebrates  
Colby Society Benefactors
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2011 Walker Prize  
Presentation

Dr. Robert S. Langer, the David H. Koch 

Institute Professor at MIT, was awarded the 

2011 Walker Prize at the annual Colby  

Society Dinner, delivering an engaging 

presentation entitled “Biomaterials and 

Biotechnology: From the Discovery of  

Angiogenesis Inhibitors to the Development 

of Drug Delivery Systems and the  

Foundation of Tissue Engineering.”

With more than 1,100 articles authored and 

800 worldwide patents issued or pending, 

Dr. Langer is recognized as the most cited 

engineer in history. He has received more 

than 200 awards for his work, including  

the United States National Medal of  

Science, the Charles Stark Draper Prize,  

the Millennium Prize, and the Priestley  

Medal. Dr. Langer is one of very few  

scholars elected to all three United States 

National Academies—the Institute of  

Medicine of the National Academy of  

Sciences, the National Academy of  

Engineering, and the National Academy  

of Sciences.

The Walker Prize, awarded annually by  

the Museum of Science to recognize  

outstanding published scientific investiga-

tion and discovery, is funded by the  

Museum’s oldest endowment, established  

in 1864 by William Walker, MD.

> Top (l - r): Ioannis N. Miaoulis, President and Director,  
 Museum of Science; Joshua Boger, Vice Chair, Board  
 of Trustees, Museum of Science, founder and former  
 CEO Vertex Pharmaceuticals; Dr. Robert S. Langer,  
 the David H. Koch Institute Professor at MIT and  
 recipient of the 2011 Walker Prize; and David H. Koch,  
 executive vice president of Koch Industries.

> Middle:  Joan Suit and Brit d’Arbeloff, 2010 Colby 
 award recipients. 

> Bottom: Ira Stepanian and Jim Nichols
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ON DISPLAY

Currently on exhibit in the Museum’s Art and Science Gallery in the Blue Wing, What I Eat: Around the 

World in 25 Diets presents portraits of 25 individuals and the food that fuels them over the course of a 

single day.  Based on the book What I Eat by photographer Peter Menzel and writer Faith D’Aluisio, the 

exhibition provides more than food for thought; it challenges many of the tacit assumptions hidden in 

our daily fare, like implications of the global food industry and our obsession with calorie counts.  

Menzel and D’Aluisio challenge us to look at the bigger picture by offering us another way of  

looking at what we eat.  In their own words, they each share their most memorable image and  

story from What I Eat.  

More Than Food for Thought

ON DISPLAY

PeTer MeNzeL: BANGLADeSH  

We met 12-year-old train porter Alamin Hasan 

before dawn at the main railway station while 

looking to profile one of the thousands of 

pavement dwellers in Dhaka. After several 

days of interacting while watching him work 

to survive, we gathered his day's worth of 

food and positioned it on a stack of steel rails 

just outside the station, timing the flash-filled 

photo with a train leaving the station at  

sunset. Before we left Bangladesh, he used 

our phone to call his mom and we bought the 

feisty youngster a small purse to wear under 

his clothes to avoid nighttime theft. We gave 

him enough money to return home but we 

haven’t heard from him since.

> Alamin Hasan’s 1,400 calorie day consists of 1 sweet white bread roll, 2 cups 
 black tea with sweetened condensed milk and sugar, 2 plates vegetable curry  
 (including potato, green beans, onion, white radish, tomato, garlic, turmeric and  
 ground chilies), 5 cigarettes and 1.1 quarts of boiled water.
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Faith D’aluisio: ViEtNaM 

The story behind this photograph of vegetable seller Vu Thi Phat working on a downtown 

street in Hanoi is both hopeful and a bit heartbreaking. In What I Eat, we focus on her husband, 

a subsistence rice farmer who lives in their village one hour south of Hanoi. But I was transfixed  

by his wife’s story: in order to support their children’s dreams and aspirations—payment of university 

fees for their daughter and a large deposit so their son can drive a taxi—Vu Thi Phat lives in Hanoi 

and rarely sees her husband and children. Vu Thi Phat and her husband made the decision jointly  

to live apart to survive as there is little opportunity for commerce beyond subsistence farming in  

their small village.

Want to see the bigger picture? What I Eat: Around the World in 25 Diets is on exhibit 

through February 2012. 
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The theme of legacy—honoring the past and preserving 

the future—was central to an engaging presentation by 

2011 Washburn Award honoree Jean-Michel Cousteau. 

The founder and chairman of Ocean Futures Society,  

a marine conservation and education organization,  

Cousteau acknowledged the pioneering work of his 

father Jacques-Yves Cousteau (the 1965 Washburn 

Award recipient) and expressed great pride in the family’s  

third generation—son Fabien and niece Alexandra—who 

have taken up the mantle of their fathers and grandfather.

The Washburn Award—the Museum’s highest honor—was presented to Cousteau during a 
Blue Wing dinner on September 7, hosted by Museum president and director Ioannis Miaoulis 
and Howard Messing, chairman of the board of trustees. The award, which was established 
by an anonymous donor in 1964 to honor Museum founding director Bradford Washburn, is 
bestowed annually on someone who has done an extraordinary job communicating science  
topics to a mass audience. Past recipients include Jane Goodall, Stephen Jay Gould, Neil  
deGrasse Tyson, and Dean Kamen, among many other notables. 

Museum trustees, overseers, and friends were treated to footage from a new documentary that 
Cousteau is producing to celebrate the 100th anniversary of his father’s birth. The film features 
strong testimonials on Captain Cousteau’s lasting impact as a marine explorer and environmen-
talist from media entrepreneur Ted Turner, National Geographic explorer-in-residence Sylvia 
Earle, and feature film director James Cameron, who learned his first concepts of eco-system 
from Cousteau’s popular television specials, The Undersea World of Jacques Cousteau.  

Cousteau shared some of his earliest experiences in the ocean learning how to dive with his 
father at the age of seven and an internship at the Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute the 
summer he was sixteen, “cleaning diving equipment for three months before earning the  
opportunity to film sand dunes under three feet of water.” Asked by an audience member to 
name his best dive, Cousteau quickly said, “My best dive is always my next dive.”

At the close of the evening, Miaoulis announced that Jamie Hyneman and Adam Savage,  
the Discovery Channel’s MythBusters, will be honored as the next Bradford Washburn Awardees 
in 2012. n 

2011 Bradford Washburn Award

> Jean-Michel Cousteau 
 and Ioannis Miaoulis  
 display Cousteau’s  
 Washburn Award citation.  
 Jean-Michel Cousteau  
 is the first second- 
 generation Washburn  
 Awardee. His father  
 Captain Jaques-Yves  
 Cousteau was honored  
 with a Washburn Award  
 in 1965.
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(clockwise from top left) 

> Paula and Samuel Their 

> Rodger and Dawn Nordblom 

> Gary Gregg, Laura Morse, Karen Gregg, 
 Maureen and Ed Owen

> Elizabeth Riley and Dan Smith, 
 Desh and Jaishree Despande 

> Gretchen Fish and Joan Hadly

> Randy and Jamie-Lynn Bernard
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SEARCH GIANT GOOGLE SUPPORTS COMPUTER SCIENCE 

In April, Google announced a $1 million commitment to the Museum of Science, part of a series of 

grants totaling $12 million that Google has given to seven science museums in the United States and 

England. The grant will seed an innovation fund for the development of new exhibits and programs  

that build technological literacy, particularly in the area of computer science.  

Google has been a supporter of the Museum’s National Center for Technological Literacy® (NCTL) 

since 2009. Google’s research center in Cambridge has over 300 employees, many of whom donate 

personal time volunteering at the Museum of Science.

According to an April blog post by Google chief technology advocate Michael T. Jones, many Googlers 

“cite their own experiences in science museums as a positive influence on their decision to become 

engineers. By transforming the curious learners of today into the innovators of tomorrow, museums 

perpetuate both creativity and accomplishment.” He explained in supporting “these beloved institu-

tions,” the company “gravitated towards museums in communities where Googlers volunteer and have 

ties. With so many Googlers working with these museums”, said Jones, the company is “excited” to find 

more ways to help them “educate adults and spark a love of science in children.”

The Google award will help fund an exciting new Pixar Animation Studios® exhibit demonstrating the 

computer science behind Pixar.  MOS will create the exhibit and then share it nationally with five of  

the nation’s leading science centers, the Science Museum Exhibit Collaborative (SMEC).  

UNIvERSAL ACCESSIbILITy, by DESIGN 

The Museum of Science has been designated an Employer of Choice by Work Without Limits, a feder-

ally funded Massachusetts disability employment initiative. In recognizing the Museum’s “commitment 

to universal accessibility and inclusivity of employees and visitors alike,” Work Without Limits applauded 

both the Museum’s governance structure, which has made accessibility a priority, and its commitment 

to universal design for exhibits and travelling programs.

Applying principles of universal design to exhibits means that all elements of an exhibit are created for 

maximum ease of use for everybody. So exhibits feature multiple methods for receiving information— 

audio, text, image-based. When developing concepts and content for new exhibits, the Museum’s  

design team works with consultants, staff members, and volunteers with disabilities who are experts  

in access-related issues.

Work Without Limits also noted the efforts of the Museum’s Accessibility Committee, staffed by senior 

administrators, and the Guest Service Program, which provides all staff and volunteers with training  

on resources like sighted guide tours, sign language interpreters, and amplified narration available  

to Museum guests. 

In briefaction
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What Nature Destroyed, It Also Preserved
Nearly 300 members of the Museum of Science community attended a special evening viewing of  

A Day in Pompeii on October 6. In addition to hosting Museum supporters and corporate partners, 

the Museum welcomed representatives from the Italian Consulate, including Giuseppe Pastorelli, 

General Consul of Italy in Boston.

To highlight the significance of the exhibited archaeological treasures and their importance to  

anthropological studies of Pompeii, a docent-guided tour was developed and presented by Mike 

Adams, manager of traveling programs.

A Day in Pompeii, presented in partnership with Soprintendenza Speciale per i Beni Archeologic 

di Napoli e Pompei, will be exhibiting at the Museum of Science through February 12, 2012.  

For more information and advanced ticketing, please go to mos.org/pompeii. 
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IN BRIEF

$10 MIllIoN ChallENgE FoR thE hall oF huMaN lIFE 

At the June annual meeting of the board of trustees and overseers,  

Rick Burnes, chair emeritus and campaign co-chair, announced a $10 million 

gap-to-goal donor challenge for the Hall of Human Life exhibit. “Oftentimes 

the most challenging dollars to raise are those final gifts that bring us to 

goal,” Burnes said. “Our donor challenge for the Hall of Human Life will help 

to ensure the success of stretch-run fundraising.” 

Joining Burnes in making $1 million commitments to this challenge were 

trustees Kurt Melden and Henri Termeer. In his remarks at the annual  

meeting, Termeer, founder and former CEO of Genzyme, said, “We are in 

the midst of a long-term revolution in healthcare in this country. The issues 

need to be examined by the public, and the Hall of Human Life will engage 

the public with a range of provocative questions about genetics, new medical 

technology, new drug therapies, exercise and nutrition.”  

Over the summer, six additional leadership donors to the Hall of Human Life 

committed a combined $1.35 million to the gap-to-goal challenge. The total raised as of Sept 22 is just 

under $11 million, 62% of the $17.5 million goal. Design plans and layout for this 10,000 square foot 

exhibit are in the final stages, with expectations to bid the project in 2012 and the public grand opening  

in 2013.

gENzyME aNd MusEuM oF sCIENCE MaRk MIlEstoNE IN  

saBBatICal PRogRaM

Genzyme Corporation and the Museum of Science  mark the 

15th anniversary of the Genzyme-Museum of Science Teacher 

Sabbatical Program, a unique professional development program, 

funded by the Cambridge-based biotechnology firm. 

An in-depth experience for four to six elementary educators, the model program provides teachers  

with an opportunity to learn at the Museum for a week during the school year for a fully immersive  

experience. Teachers see Museum educators in action, explore the science behind exhibits, and  

discover how Live Animal presentations and objects from Museum collections can deepen learning. 

“We hold up Genzyme as a model for business in the community because they really support education 

and benefit our teachers and students. Teachers compete to come; it’s an honor to be chosen,”  

says Paula Del Prete, principal of Potter Road School. 

In a 10-year study of the Genzyme Teacher Sabbatical program, participants report that the program  

increased their knowledge of science content and teaching methods, as well their confidence and  

feelings of competence teaching science. 

“Genzyme is proud to collaborate with the Museum of Science on this model program that has  

provided valued educators with an opportunity to expand their understanding of science, technology  

and engineering,” says Caren Arnstein, senior vice president of corporate affairs at Genzyme. 

> Latest rendering for 
 entrance to the Hall of 
 Human Life
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Museum of Science Annual Gala Set for April 26, 2012 
Honoring Leaders of science, TecHnoLogy, engineering, and MaTH (sTeM) educaTion

The Museum will recognize Massachusetts Governor Deval Patrick, Lt. Governor 

Tim Murray, and Intel as our “Stars of STEM” at The Science Behind the Stars, 

the Museum’s annual signature event. The inaugural “Stars of STEM” awards 

in 2011 honored William Swanson, Raytheon chairman and CEO, and Museum 

trustee Henri Termeer, former chairman, president, and CEO of Genzyme.

The Patrick/Murray Administration made STEM education a priority in the 

Commonwealth when the Governor’s Advisory Council for Science Technology 

Engineering Mathematics was formed in October of 2009. The council works 

with educators, legislators, and business leaders to promote greater understanding of the importance of the STEM disciplines 

to academic achievement and successful preparation for entry into the 21st Century workforce.

The Intel Computer Clubhouse Network, founded in 1993 by our partners at The Computer Museum and now headquartered at 

the Museum of Science, has grown into an international program, with more than 100 locations in 20 countries. The Computer 

Clubhouse provides a creative and safe out-of-school learning environment where young people from underserved communities  

work with adult mentors to explore their ideas, develop skills, and build confidence through the use of technology.

naTion's firsT coMpreHensive eLeMenTary  

engineering curricuLuM coMpLeTe

The National Center for Technological Literacy® at the Museum of 

Science, Boston has completed the first edition of its Engineering is 

Elementary® (EiE) curriculum. The world's largest elementary engineer-

ing curriculum, EiE is the first to focus on engineering and technology, 

to reinforce science concepts, and to collect data on both student and 

teacher learning. Twenty curricular units are now available. 

The EiE project began in 2003 as an innovative pilot involving eight 

Massachusetts teachers and 200 students. After 60,000 hours of development and rigorous field-testing, EiE has grown  

into a vibrant, robust curriculum that has served 32,720 teachers and 2,701,975 students nationwide. 

Integrating lessons in engineering with science, language arts, social studies, and math, EiE makes the subject engaging  

for children in grades 1 - 5 via storybooks narrated by child characters from around the world who face community-based  

problems. Students in the books and in class use creativity, problem-solving, and teamwork to engineer solutions to real  

problems via hands-on design activities. The curriculum spans the design of water filters and knee braces to cleaning up  

an oil spill. Each unit includes a storybook, teacher guide, and materials kit. 

Data indicate that children who participate in EiE learn more about engineering, technology, and science concepts when  

compared with a control group. Teachers also consistently report higher levels of engagement for all types of learners.  

EiE's design and inquiry-based approach fosters open-ended learning in which there is no single correct answer. 
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Celebrating Our Supporters…
It is an honor and a pleasure to thank the friends,  

volunteers, and partners that comprise the Museum  

of Science honor roll of donors for fiscal year 2011. 

Their philanthropic commitment to our mission sustains 

us and ensures a bright future for one of Boston’s—

and the nation’s—most beloved institutions.

This year we saw the launch of the Museum’s first-ever 

comprehensive capital campaign. Our goal of $250 

million is a bold challenge, but one we feel certain we 

can achieve. Our priorities are clear and aligned with 

our core mission. Our gifts to the Museum of Science 

will fund the development of exciting new exhibits, 

educational programming for everyone in the family, 

and critical upgrades to our facilities infrastructure. 

I am pleased to have this opportunity to thank the 

boards of trustees and overseers for their contributions 

to the life of the Museum. Your time in service to the 

Museum of Science is greatly appreciated. And I am 

excited to welcome new trustee Kurt Melden and eight 

new overseers, who are introduced on page 42 of this 

magazine. 

The Museum of Science is an amazing place to learn, 

discover, and imagine. Your gifts are essential to our 

continued growth and success. Thank you for your 

generous support.

Howard Messing 
CHAIr, BOArd Of TruSTeeS  
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Museum Welcomes One New Trustee  
and Eleven Overseers
Engineering. Clean Energy. Investments. Emerging Technology. Medicine. Venture Capital. Community Relations. 

The Museum’s new trustee and and several overseers bring a wealth of diverse talent to the board, not to mention  

a strong commitment to the Museum. We welcome the following new board members to the Museum family.

Kurt Melden 
New trustee Kurt Melden has worked in the data communications in-
dustry for over thirty years. Most recently, he served as chief scientist of 
Juniper Networks, and concentrated on video services architectures over 
the Internet. Prior to a merger with Juniper Networks, he was a founder, 
director, and chief technical officer of Redstone Communications and a 
founder and hardware director for Cascade Communications.  He started 
his career as a design engineer of electronic circuit and packet switching 
systems at Bytex Corporation and Data General Corporation.

Melden holds a Bachelor of Science degree in electrical engineering 
from Union College, Schenectady, New York. He is a trustee of Northeast 
Health System, in Beverly, Massachusetts and lives in Manchester-by-the-
Sea with his wife and two children.

NEW OvErsEErs  

Overseers are community leaders and friends of the Museum who have a special interest in 

science, technology, and education. We welcome the following new overseers!

Ian Bowles 
Managing Director, 
Rhumb Line Energy 
LLC

Katie Rae 
Managing Director, 
TechStars

Matt Fates 
Partner, Ascent  
Venture Partners

Cathy Papoulias-
Sakellaris 
Trustee,   
Leadership 100

Richard Grinnell 
Co-founder, Fairhaven 
Capital Partners

Fredericka (Fredi) 
Stevenson 
Co-founder &  
Chairman Emeritus, 
Summer Search Boston

Salim Kabawat 
Medical Director,  
New England Unit - 
Quest Diagnostics

Steve Vinter 
Engineering Director, 
Google, Inc.

Susan Kaplan 
President,  
Kaplan Financial 
Services

David Walker 
Vice President & 
Portfolio Manager, 
Cambridge Trust 
Company

Joshua Kraft 
Nicholas President 
& CEO, Boys & Girls 
Clubs of Boston
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Overseers
Ranch C. Kimball 
Chair, Board of Overseers

Hassan M. Ahmed

William F. Aikman

Priscilla Anderson

Paul A. Bleicher

Alexis Borisy

Ian A. Bowles *

Cynthia Breazeal

Charles Button

Edmund B. Cabot

John J. Cullinane Jr.

Randall Davis

Laura A. DeBonis

Nancy E. Dempze

Keith E. Dionne

Fernando J. Domenech Jr.

Marion S. Ellis

Juan Enriquez

R. Matt Fates *

Barry Fougere

Christopher S. Frost

Ricardo Fulop

Dozier L. Gardner Jr.

Michael G. George

Eva Ghosh

Robert P. Gittens

Anita Goel

Barry J. Gonder

Jonathan Goodman

Norman W. Gorin

Gary R. Gregg

Peter W. Grieve

Richard Grinnell *

Jonathan Guerster

Evelynn M. Hammonds

Ina B. Heafitz

James E. Hollis

Steven T. Horan

Michael V. Hynes

Indu S. Javeri

David L. Jegen

Paula A. Johnson

Philip T. Johnson

Paul G. Joubert

Salim E. Kabawat *

Susan Kaplan *

Brian T. Keane

Joshua M. Kraft *

Maria L. Kussmaul

Pam Lassiter

William A. Lowell

Joy Lucas

Doug E. MacDougall

Ted MacLean

Louise Park MacMillan

Paul A. Maeder

Ilene Mason

Kurt Melden

Ann Merrifield

Mark Nunnelly

Kate P. O’Neil

Judy M. Pagliuca

Sung Park

Donald M. Perrin

Katie Rae *

Matthew Reilly

Fernando M. Reimers

Mitchel J. Resnick

Elizabeth G. Riley

Carmichael S. Roberts

Chris Rogers

Marc Rubenstein

John C. Rutherford

Robert Sackstein

Cathy Papoulias-Sakellaris *

Judy Samelson

Alison Bishop Sander

James Savage

Steven D. Schwaitzberg

Naomi O. Seligman

Frank Selldorff

Raj Sharma

Ralph Sheridan

Robin E. Sherman

Jenot W. Shipley

Rob L. Soni

Carol Vash Spritz

William M. Steul

Fredi Stevenson *

Robert A. Suh

Addie Swartz

Stuart R. Taylor

Richard E. Tinsman Sr.

Gene Tremblay

Mark Trusheim

Jack H. Turner

Steve T. Vinter *

James F. Wade

David E. Walker *

Susan E. Whitehead

Amy Morse Winslow

Michael Winter

Gwill E. York

Roxanne E. Zak

Andrey J. Zarur

Xiaohua Zhang

Overseers Emeriti
Nile L. Albright

John M. Bradley

Earline S. Bush

Mrs. Walter M. Cabot

Joan Tozzer Cave

Albert M. Creighton Jr.

Mrs. Tarrant Cutler

Boruch B. Frusztajer

Owen Gingerich

Marvin C. Grossman

Ernest Henderson III

Gardner C. Hendrie

Jonnet K. Holladay

Charles H. Hood

Richard M. Hunt

E. Verner Johnson

Jerome P. Kassirer

Richard G. Leahy

George Lewis

John F. Magee

Susie E. Mooncai

Lorraine Graham Morss

Peter Nessen

Rodger P. Nordblom

The late Kenneth H. Olsen

Edith Hall Overly

Thomas L. Phillips

Helen M. Pounds

George Putnam

William M. Raeder

Thomas A. Rosse

Helen Chin Schlichte

Marvin G. Schorr

Arthur R. Schwartz

Emily Hubbs Scott

Mrs. Donald C. Seamans

John A. Shane

Eleanor G. Shore

The late Ella P. Smith

Helen B. Spaulding

Ralph C. Sweetland

The late Stephen B. Swensrud

Barbara P. Washburn

Joanne Weafer

John P. Weitzel

Charles V. Willie

Anne B. R. Witherby

* New in FY12
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617-723-2500, 617-589-0417 (TTY),  
communityrelations@mos.org,  
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Architectural rendering of the Charles 

River Gallery, a new 2600 square foot 

gallery currently in development at the 

Museum of Science. Located in the lower 

lobby, at the intersection of the Green 

and Blue Wings, the Charles River Gallery 

will tell the story of the river basin and its 

life as both a natural-world habitat and a 

human-designed environment.
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Our World Revolves Around You!   
The 181-year history of the Museum of Science is the story of devotion, achievement,  

and legacy. Individuals in each and every decade made the Museum a priority in their  

estate plans, and today we benefit tremendously from their forethought and caring. 

No single gift can do it all. The generosity of many—gifts in all sizes—allows us to provide  

an unparalleled science and technology experience to some 1.5 million visitors annually. 

Just a few words from you today will make a world of difference tomorrow at the  

Museum of Science. Those words are:

I give, bequeath, and devise to the Museum of Science,  

a not-for-profit corporation established by law in Boston, MA  

(here follows a % of a residuary estate, or a dollar amount  

or description of securities, real estate or other property).

To learn more about how you can support  

the Museum of Science through a bequest  

or planned gift, please contact Jim Kraus  

at 617-589-0181 or jkraus@mos.org. 

Your bequest supports campaign priorities and 

confers membership in the Washburn Society.
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1 Science Park
Boston, MA 02114-1099

Premier Partners:

This magazine was printed with  
post-consumer recycled paper, saving:

18 trees 

52 lbs of waterborne waste

852 lbs of solid waste

1,676 lbs net greenhouse gases

12,829,900 BTUs energy
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